GREEN YOUR BUSINESS
(FOR THE COURAGEOUS ONLY)

EKOenergy is the only international not-for-profit ecolabel that will help to take your business green policies to the next level. 100% renewable and sustainable electricity.

Go the extra mile.

Our multinational team will help you develop an effective green marketing strategy using the EKOenergy label and our affiliates.
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WHAT IS EKOENERGY?

100% RENEWABLE

Only electricity from renewable and sustainable sources can be sold as EKOenergy. EKOenergy uses European Guarantees of Origin and I-RECs to track the electricity’s origin.

SUSTAINABLE & NATURE FRIENDLY

We set strict sustainability criteria for renewable power plants. The label serves as an effective tool to avoid and reduce the impact on the local ecosystem and the biodiversity of species.
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EMPOWERING CONSUMERS

EKOnergy consumers receive precise and accurate information about how their electricity has been produced, and where it has come from. We use independent auditors to ensure reliability.

CLIMATE & ADDITIONALITY

Per MWh of EKOnergy sold, a contribution of at least €0.10 has to be made to the EKOnergy Climate Fund. The Climate fund finances further renewable energy projects.

RESTORING PREVIOUS DAMAGE

A minimum of €0.10 is also paid to our Environmental Fund for hydropower plants. This money finances river restorations projects. Our Environmental projects are widely publicised by both EKOnergy consumers and the national media.
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MARKETING ADVANTAGE

BE AT THE FOREFRONT OF CHANGE
Consumers are seeking businesses that go further. As the only international ecolabel for electricity, switching to EKOenergy is a simple yet effective way to show where you stand.

USE OUR LABEL, SHARE OUR RESULTS
As an EKOenergy consumer, you can use our globally recognised label in your facilities, marketing material and products. The results of the yearly Climate Fund and Environmental Fund projects are easily communicated to your customers.

TARGETED MARKETING
EKOenergy is the whole package. As experts in targeted environmental marketing we will help you promote your high green standards.
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ECONOMICAL AND SIMPLE

Our ever-expanding group of international sellers make buying EKOenergy easy worldwide. We can also arrange a unique solution custom made for your company.

After contributions to the Climate & Environmental fund, EKOenergy typically costs less than 2% more than standard electricity tariffs.

With several competing EKOenergy suppliers, switching to EKOenergy may even prove cheaper than staying with your current electricity provider!
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"EKOenergy represents the best available option for the sustainable and additional consumption of renewable electricity within Europe."

- *LEED, the fastest growing green building standard*

"Ecolabels are a way for companies to do more with their purchases. EKOenergy, mentioned by the GHG protocol Scope 2 guidance, is such an option: it is a mark of quality which comes on top of tracking certificates. Involvement, transparency and ‘deeds not words’ are important principles of EKOenergy’s work."

- *CDP (formerly the ”Carbon Disclosure Project”)*

"EKOenergy guarantees that the electricity we use is not only climate friendly, but environmentally friendly as well."

- *Otava Group, second largest publishing house in Finland*
CONTACT US

WEB: WWW.EKOENERGY.ORG
EMAIL: INFO@EKOENERGY.ORG

Petter Nissinen
Key Account Manager
EKOenergy / co. Finnish Association for Nature Conservation
+358 40 646 3441
petter.nissinen@sll.fi
Skype: petter.nissinen

FIND US ON:

GO THE EXTRA MILE WITH EKOENERGY